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Fiction

THE
CRIMSON
BED
Loretta Proctor

Listen to the podcast for this book at: http://lorettaproctor.talkingbookshelf.com/

An enticing and original novel set against the lush background of the Pre-Raphaelite movement
in the Victorian era and charting the loves, lives and losses of a circle of artists and their friends.
Frederic Ashton Thorpe and Henry Winstone are artists immersed in the Pre-Raphaelite
movement. Seeing a half finished portrait of the beautiful Eleanor Farnham at Henry’s studio,
Fred is fascinated and returns in order to meet her. He and Ellie fall in love and are married.
But every heart hides a secret and both Fred and Ellie have put certain events behind them –
events that, if exposed, could threaten their blissful new life.
Fred is haunted by shameful memories of his own, that lead him into the darkness of the London
slums and a very different world to that of his peaceful home. As a brilliant and talented artist,
Henry is beginning to experience success and fame, but his life is haunted by tragedy and loss.
Despite their own problems, Ellie and Fred watch in despair as he sinks slowly into drink, illness
and decline.
Passions escalate as Fred becomes increasingly jealous of Ellie’s closeness to her handsome
godfather, Lord Percy Dillinger, and when shocking
truths finally come to light, their lives will never be the
Published: 1 March 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-288-6
same again...
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

www.lorettaproctor.co.uk
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Fiction

BEAR
IN THE
WOODS
RAP Duval
Set in Britain and America during a Presidential election year in the very near future, Bear in the
Woods explores some of the darker and more dangerous connections within our two societies.
A group of London friends find themselves at the epicentre of a murderous struggle reaching to
the highest seats of power. It starts when one of their number, Bryn, begins to suspect that
someone, inexplicably, may be trying to kill him. Two attempts on his life, however, are
dismissed by his friends as near-miss accidents.
When he goes on a winter trip to the USA to fan the embers of an old flame, a professional
assassin pursues him from Chicago to Detroit, to Salt Lake City and across the snow-laden
mountains of Utah. He escapes and returns to England, but finds he is no longer the target.
Months pass and it seems that the threat – conceivably the result of mistaken identity or a
terrible misunderstanding – has passed. But when Bryn travels once again to America, the
nightmare starts all over again, this time in New York.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR

From 1999 to 2004 RAP Duval was head of the British Board of Film Classification. The
greater part of his career has been spent in the film business as a writer, producer and
executive. He has also been a television regulator and a civil servant. He produced a Race
Relations Policy for the Prison Service in the early 1980s.
He received a CBE in 2005.
Published: 7 June 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-344-9
Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

www.rapduval.co.uk
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Fiction

BAD THINGS
HAPPEN
Tim Buckley

Published: 1 March 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-290-9
Price: £9.95
Binding: Paperback

When bad things happen, there can be no redemption without
belonging... Aengus lives in a vibrant new city, among interesting and
exciting new friends, and has a glamorous job. But it’s a fickle world
cloaked in an illusion of stability and only when it’s too late, when
bad things happen, does cruel reality emerge. When his wife is killed
in a traffic accident, the thin veneer is suddenly and irredeemably
ripped away. Aengus tries to relocate his place in the world, to reestablish his path and purpose, but he can’t. And so he seeks out the
only person who can provide a connection to his lost wife – the
daughter they gave up for adoption some 20 years before. His
search takes him home to Ireland and face-to-face with his father,
with whom he has endured a fractured relationship. It throws into
question the certainties that have guided his life, and he discovers a
sense of belonging with people he left behind years before. In places
long forgotten. In dreams he once coveted but never dared to grasp.

LEONIE AND THE
LAST NAPOLEON
Tony Boullemier
his remarkable novel is based on the diary of the author's greatgrandmother Leonie Michel, born at the height of the 1848 revolution
in Paris. Deadly illness and danger stalk her early life and her father, a
doctor, faces ruin when he is prosecuted for treating patients with a
revolutionary new cure before he is qualified. But when the Emperor
Napoleon III calls on his brilliant medical skills, Leonie finds herself
catapulted into glittering Paris society. As a blonde beauty of 17,
she naturally catches the eye of the ageing emperor and his son and
Napoleon encourages her to become an actress...
Published: 5 July 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-372-2
Price: £9.95
Binding: Paperback

"Racy tale about a fascinating period."
Richard Holmes
"Historical hit. Riveting read." Kelvin MacKenzie
4
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Fiction

THE FINANCIAL
TERRORIST
John Gubert
Much of the fiction in John Gubert’s first novel, One Step To Danger,
became a reality. It is just a matter of time before the same happens
to The Financial Terrorist
Charles and Jacqui Rossi use their ownership of the highly regarded
International Bank of Europe to launch a series of incredible attacks
on markets all over the world. They use banks to channel fraudulent
products to the unsuspecting wider public, insider dealing to falsify
share prices and markets to build up huge and speculative positions,
spreading false rumours to achieve their ends. And they use murder
to eliminate anyone who comes between them and their ambition to
be the most powerful people in their world.

Published: 3 May 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-327-2
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

THE REBEL
LEGIONNAIRE
John Hefford
A thriller and love story set in Paris at a time of near civil war, when
the underground OAS was fighting the government in order to keep
the last part of the French Empire. This is factual fiction – with
authentic historical events concerning the French-Algerian drama.

‘A good read’
John Montague, Poet Laureate of Ireland

‘A sensitive evocation of a tense and forgotten
period in French History; at once an exciting
thriller and a tender love story’
Elizabeth Wassell, author
www.factualfiction.co.uk
5

Published: 5 April 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-300-5
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback
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Fiction

THE BAGHDAD
EXPRESS
R.W. Greenacre
The Baghdad Express is in turns bawdy, satirical, farcical but
ultimately, like the war itself, a story of tragedy and waste.
It is 2003 and two private security companies, Redline in the UK
and Eagle in the US are preparing to go to Iraq. Redline’s leader
Westerby is dreaming of a world where the sun never sets on the
Empire and has bought himself a pith helmet and a monocle.
Eagle’s boss, Flint, wants to make up for not going to Vietnam.

Published: 5 April 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-265-7
Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

Once in Iraq our characters meet in a compound in a Baghdad
suburb to build a theme park. As Iraq descends into chaos, an
unsafe second-hand roller coaster, to be renamed the Baghdad
Express, is rising from the ashes, but not everyone is fooled by this
low culture masquerading as freedom and progress.

DYING DAYS
Ken Fry

Published: 7 June 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-321-0
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

Scott Anderson is terminally ill, and is not expected to live much
longer. As an ex-RAF officer from World War Two, operating in
Bomber Command, he has come to realise that once he is dead,
there will be no one to pass on what he knows about his life; what
he did with it, and the lives of his ancestors. He wants his adult
children to know about his history so they, in turn, can pass it onto
their children. He begins to dictate his story to his son Hugh. It’s an
extensive and highly surprising account of Anderson’s wartime
experiences and his early life. He also reveals the whereabouts of a
locked wooden chest, which is only to be opened once he has died.
What Anderson’s children find in the box will ensure that their lives
will never be the same again. There was, it seems, a darker reason for
his deathbed revelation, and the box contains a shocking legacy that
will impact deeply on all their lives.
6
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Fiction

RUN
B. Tilton
To love someone so much that you would die for them is
a commonly used phrase, but not one that Shay and Ruby
ever imagined would become a reality for them. Their lives
become entwined when Shay begins a lucrative business partnership
with the partner of Ruby’s mother.
Fully aware of the implications of their relationship, Shay and Ruby
have decided to keep it to themselves for the time being. Ruby has
been living in a lonely, suppressed world since her mother got
together with Billy, and they are worried about how he’ll react.
Run provokes a cocktail of emotions that will leave the reader drunk
with fear, suspense and empathy; humour and geographical detail are
thrown in for good measure.

Published: 7 June 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-348-7
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

SEASCAPE
Penelope Kempe-Lee
Lynn wishes she had followed her instincts and never moved to
London. But she loves art and her older sister Petra has found her a
temporary position at a gallery in Piccadilly. Lynn knows it will be
difficult to live and work with her materialistic sister and doesn’t
think much of the art on show at the gallery, but her new boss,
Simon, seems keen to get her involved, if only for personal reasons,
and she sees this as an opportunity to pursue her own goals.
Captivated by a painting she sees for sale, Lynn’s life starts to move
in the direction she wants. Surely Lynn can persuade Simon to look
at the artist’s portfolio and then, naturally, allow him to exhibit at
the gallery. But what price will Simon demand for his help? And how
far can Lynn rely on Petra, who seems to disapprove of so many
things about her, including her new relationship?
7

Published: 1 February 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-249-7
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback
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Fiction

UNRAVELLING
Lindsay Stanberry-Flynn
Unravelling explores the complexity and contradictions of love and
sexual attraction: their power to generate passion and heartbreak;
to cause delight and despair; to drive us to betrayal and lead us to
redemption.
Vanessa and Gerald first fall in love in the sixties when she is an art
student and he a sculptor. As her tutor, he is a charismatic figure in
the young Vanessa’s eyes. Their relationship is passionate and
thrilling. Vanessa pictures them as the glamorous couple of the art
world, but the reality turns out to be somewhat different.
Published: 7 June 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-351-7
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

Unravelling is a book about love: young love, old love, the force love
can exert to make us betray people and things we care about, and
the power love has to redeem. It provides readers with a passionate
love story that engages both the heart and the mind.

LUCREZIA
John Graham
This sweeping historical novel deals with the exploits of the Borgia
dynasty in 15th century Italy, told through the eyes of Lucrezia, the
illegitimate daughter of Cardinal Rodrigo Borgia.

Published: 6 September 2010
ISBN:978-1-848764-12-5
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

Through bribery and corruption, the Cardinal is elected to the Papal
throne in 1492 as Pope Alexander VI. Lucrezia, writing as though in
her personal memoir, charts the fascinating events which shape her
life through scandal, tragedy and triumph. Through personal turmoil,
several husbands and lovers, and against a backdrop of political and
religious intrigue, she comes to mature, and eventually delivers the
heirs to the house of d’Este to emerge triumphant.

8
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Satirical Fiction

EVERYTHING
HAPPENS IN AUGUST
John Budden
Recently relieved of his employment and with a wedding to arrange,
Jefferson Tweedy isn’t overburdened with worldly success. But
having studied the ‘smoke and mirrors’ management techniques of
his former bosses at Mycroft, Pigott and Welch, he feels ready for a
new challenge. Fortunately, his rather intimidating father-in-law to be
has got just the job for him. All he’s got to do is oversee the entire
nation’s examination system. How hard can it be?
Everything Happens in August is a satire on the modern education
system and a study in the noble art of bluffing.

‘A hilarious and razor sharp satire on the madness
of modern education’
Clare Chambers, author of In A Good Light and Learning to Swim

Published: 1 March 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-263-3
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

CANDIDE REDUX
Hugh Patrick
Inspired by Voltaire’s Candide. In this tale the doctrine of the perfect
market is held up to satire. Candide and his companions are thrown
into a fast-moving and fantastical adventure. Candide journeys to
South America and back via El Dorado and suffers many trials. But
his love for Penelope, and his tutor Pangloss’s faith in the market, are
unshakeable. In this fantasy world, only the ‘invisible hand’ of the
market is ever-present – in the face of all evidence to the contrary.
At a time when faith in the rational behaviour of economic markets
has been severely shaken, Candide Redux offers a fresh perspective on
this issue of pressing international importance, told in an entertaining
and populist style.
9

Published: 3 May 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-319-7
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback
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Teenage fiction

WAKING
BEAUTY
Julie Parrish

What happens when Sleeping Beauty wakes up – and it’s 2009? Then discovers that her Prince is a
boy in trouble with the police? Can there still be a fairy tale ending?
Waking Beauty is a funny and moving fairytale played out against a backdrop of gritty council
estates, posh schools and evil witches.
Summer, London 1909: Princess Anna pricks her finger, under a curse cast by a wicked witch
when she was born. Initially doomed to die, the curse is altered by a good fairy, so that Anna and
her family will, instead, sleep for one hundred years, until the princess is woken up by a prince.
Summer London 2009: Sixteen-year-old Leo Prince is a boy in care and in trouble with the
police. Sentenced to community service, he has to help clear the overgrown land surrounding
an old Manor House. Inside, he stumbles across the sleeping Princess Anna. In answer to a dare
he kisses her, breaking the curse and waking her. An awkward friendship blossoms between the
unlikely pair, but the descendents of the old witch are in London and determined to finish what
she started. As a result, Anna finds herself being drawn away from Leo and towards Michael,
who is good looking, sporty, clever, charming and sophisticated. A modern day fairy in disguise
attempts to guide Anna towards the right choice. But what could possibly make her give up the
school heart throb? Leo also suspects that all is not as it should
be with Michael and his family and that Anna is in danger. But
Published: 1 April 2010
ISBN: 978-1848762-87-9
can he overcome his past to save her?
Price: 6.99
Binding: Paperback
10
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Real Life

THE CRABB
ENIGMA
Mike and Jacqui Welham

Commander ‘Buster’ Crabb, a British naval frogman, disappeared whilst undertaking an
underwater ‘spying mission’ involving the Soviet cruiser Ordzhonikidze in 1956. Just over a
year after he disappeared, a body washed up headless and handless near Portsmouth. The
establishment took charge of the body and, at an inquest, declared it to be Crabb. However,
vital evidence was omitted and key witnesses not called.
It’s now known that it was not Crabb who was buried in Portsmouth. The problem for the
establishment was that Crabb worked for the then head of the Royal Navy, Lord
Mountbatten. At the time, US government security agencies had alleged that Mountbatten
was doing ‘unofficial’ business with the Soviet Union. This, UK officials believed, was a valid
reason for Crabb’s story to be held secret until 2056 – an unprecedented 100 years.
The FBI and CIA state that it is in the interests of US National Security not to make available
any information, and applications to the KGB by the authors remain unanswered. However,
for thirty years Admiral Zakharov trained Spetsnaz troops in Naval sabotage and states that
Crabb was in the Eastern Bloc at that time. Sir Percy Silitoe, former head of MI5, also states
that the department had a file that proved Crabb was in the Soviet Union.
The story involves the British ruling class and Royalty. It is a tale of illegal activities, art and
currency smuggling, Nazi looted gold and treasure, homosexual blackmail, threats and mysterious
deaths. This is the murky world of what the establishment does not want you to know.
ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Mike was a professional diver and involved with diving
for almost 45 years. Jacqui is a recreational diver
and both have dived in the UK and abroad.
11

Published: 5 July 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-382-1
Price: 9.99
Binding: Paperback
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Real Life

WHO WILL SING
THE OLD SONGS?
DEMENTIA IS ONLY PART OF IT

John Walsh
A true, no holds barred account of a family living with dementia,
frustration, love and heartbreak and a welfare system that let them
down.

Published: 7 June 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-359-3
Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

There are almost a million people living with dementia in Britain
today. That number will double within the next 20 years. Forty-two
percent of the population are affected by the disease in one way or
another, yet money allocated to its research accounts for just 2.5
percent of the funds available. What has gone so wrong? This is a
dark story, told with the honesty of humour and the distress and
turmoil of loss.

MILLIONAIRE WOMEN,
MILLIONAIRE YOU
THE SECRET TO GETTING RICH
FROM SCRATCH FROM 12 ORDINARY
WOMEN WHO DID EXACTLY THAT

Stephanie J. Hale

Published: 5 April 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-304-3
Price: £14.99
Binding: Paperback

Want to know how to launch a million dollar business from your
kitchen table? Or how to grow a business to seven figures without
staff? Or how to get wealthy with no money, no business contacts,
and no college education? Twelve self-made millionaires from around
the world share the secrets that took them from ground zero to
millionaires. These women have been homeless, in debt, school dropouts, single mums… They’ve faced financial ruin, prejudice, illness…
but here they give you practical advice that will accelerate your
journey towards financial independence.
12
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Biography

OLD BIRD. THE
IRREPRESSIBLE
MRS HEWLETT
Gail Hewlett
Hilda B. Hewlett achieved a first in the world of aviation when she
become the first English woman to gain a pilot’s licence. How did
the middle-aged wife of a well-known author came to be among the
early aviation pioneers? Hilda Beatrice Herbert was born in 1864
and married Maurice Hewlett in 1888. It was whilst watching a newfangled contraption of an aircraft rise and fly above a muddy field
that Billy was fired with an all-consuming desire. To own and fly just
such a machine she was prepared to endure cold and hunger,
boredom and poverty. It was a venture that was to take her into
aircraft manufacture throughout WWI and to settle her, eventually,
as Old Bird, in New Zealand.

Published: 3 May 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-337-1
Price: £11.99
Binding: Paperback

THE HOUSE AT
AMPASIET
Paula Kogel
Paula Kogel fell in love with Jan, a Dutch soldier, and the couple
moved to the Dutch East Indies. Upon the outbreak of World War
Two, the family moved to Batavia. Their small house in the Ampasiet
district is the setting for this book. When Japanese Armed Forces
took control of the Dutch East Indies in March 1942, Jan was
transported to a POW slave labour camp, and Paula was interned in
Tjideng. She and her two young sons were imprisoned in their home,
ultimately sharing their house with 21 other prisoners, each allotted
just 50cm of ‘living space’. It was cramped, dehumanizing and tense.
Survival meant working together for the sake of the children.
The book also tells the story of Jan, transported to slave camps until
the Atom bomb ended the war and saved his life.
13

Published: 31 March 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-252-7
Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback
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Biography

MICHAEL
JACKSON’S
DANGEROUS
LIAISONS
Carl Toms
A must-read for those who believe he truly loved children, but
are not so sure about his innocence...

To loyalists, the King of Pop’s love of children was innocent: end of story. For the more reflective
among us, whether we are intrigued, baffled, appalled, empathic, or even all these things, Michael
Jackson’s Dangerous Liaisons provides the definitive review of his numerous ‘special friendships’.
Armed with insights from a range of disciplines – psychology, sociology, moral philosophy – Carl
Toms spent many years researching the megastar’s boy-love.
He delves deeply into the sources of Michael’s enigmatic identity and genius – while keeping a
sceptical eye on the assumptions of the King’s detractors. This is the only book to examine
Michael’s trial on child abuse charges without losing sight of the increasingly well documented –
but surprisingly little understood – facts about earlier allegations. The author probes Michael’s
identification with Peter Pan, the eternal boy, acknowledging the profound significance of this
attachment but discarding the welter of dated Freudian psychobabble it has spawned. Refusing to
settle for clichés about Michael’s lost childhood, Toms examines groundbreaking research into
intimate man-boy contacts in order to illuminate the real nature of Michael’s ‘dangerous liaisons’
– and the challenge they present to our moral certainties.
‘A recommended read. Not just another book about 'Wacko Jacko'. There
won’t be anything written quite like it.’
Richard Green, founding president, International Academy of Sex Research
Published: 7 June 2010
ISBN: 978-1848763-40-1
Price: £16.99
Binding: Paperback

‘"The most engaging, informed, and generoushearted book we have on the subject or are likely
ever to have. I recommend this book strongly...."
Professor James R Kincaid, University of Southern California
14
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Travel

ADJACENT TO
THE ARGONAUTS
Julian Blatchley
When three stolid Englishmen take a sailing holiday in Greece, they
take with them a number of preconceptions about sailing and the
Mediterranean. As they progress erratically through the islands and
the coasts of Greece, their notions are altered as they learn about
Mediterranean sailing and about the people, geography, cuisine and
history. Filled with sea, sunshine and serendipitous discoveries, this
book will charm travel-addicts, Hellenophiles and sailors alike.

‘A delicious, boaty, sunny Aegean sailing
experience that takes the reader to Greece and
gives him a damn good holiday. Beautifully
written and occasionally hilarious, this book
deserves to become a best seller’
David Baboulene, author of Ocean Boulevard and Jumping Ships

Published: 5 April 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-294-7
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

LAND OF THE
GOLDEN MOUTHS
STORIES OF MODERN CHINA 1840-1976

Chang Yuen Shiu
A combined two volume book of Modern Chinese History, covering
the period 1840–1976. Modern Chinese history began with the 1840
Opium War. The decaying empire was humiliated and forced to open
up to the industrialised world, but the uneasy contact with foreign
countries was made worse by China’s undemocratic culture. Chinese
emperors were regarded as having golden mouths and whatever they
said was final. Dissenters would be severely punished.
Many patriotic Chinese tried to save their country by overthrowing
the monarchy, fighting colonialism, warlords and foreign invaders. Many
sought salvation for China from Communism. Yet the pernicious big
and small golden mouths are still entrenched in China today.
15

Published: 5 April 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-246-6
Price: £35.95 (2 vols)
Binding: Paperback
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Environment

COUNTDOWN
RESPONDING TO A GLOBAL
CRISIS

Michael V. Thomas

This book puts forward the view that the total direction of our development, and the values on
which it based, is wrong and leading towards a human and environmental catastrophe. The
author identifies economics and economic growth as the main cause of this situation and
suggests a new framework for wealth creation and distribution guided by a new science that he
has named philonomics.
Until this moment in time there has been a belief among politicians the world over that
economic growth can continue indefinitely. At the same time there has been a general
acceptance that the growth process is grossly unfair and continues to widen the gap between
rich and poor.
There is also a growing scientific consensus that our present fossil fuel based methods of
producing energy, driven by this growth, have resulted in forms of pollution that threaten most
of humanity with extinction.
As costs of mitigating the effects of climate change increase and the supplies of fossil fuels
deplete, we may wonder if a return to growth may ever be possible. The economic system that
has developed over the last few centuries has been primarily driven by competition, greed and
gambling and now by global capitalism. The crises that face the whole of humanity cry out for a
different approach and framework for creating and distributing wealth – one based on values
such as cooperation, sharing, fellowship and compassion. This book advocates a new science –
Philonomics – as the basis for a development framework that
will not only narrow the gap between rich and poor, but enable
Published: 1 March 2010
human life support systems to be preserved for future
ISBN: 978-184876-228-2
generations.
Price: £9.95
Binding: Paperback

16
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Children

THE SERPENT
GIRDLE
Ian Pillinger
One morning, five years ago, three odd looking icons arrived from
nowhere on my computer screen. Rather mysteriously, many months
were to pass before I was able to open the files they contained –
although you can imagine my surprise when I realised they claimed to
have been sent from the far future. It turns out that they were a
time-locked message, posted by a guy called Tom Myers, and that he
wanted to expose the ‘Science-Magic Properties’ of something he
called The Serpent Girdle. The files haunted me and inevitably I soon
found myself editing Tom’s simply written text; tidying his words to
make a better story for others to read…could his account of things
to come be true? Set around Torbay, and including several real events,
The Serpent Girdle takes the reader on a journey from 1951 to 2358.

Published: 15 March 2010
ISBN: 978-1848762-20-6
Price: £6.99
Binding: Paperback

THE ETERNAL
DREAMER
Helen Nekesa Brookes
A children’s parable that uses different types of artwork, ranging
from surreal art and murals to folk art, together with carefully
crafted prose to explore the increasingly popular idea of all life
being a dream.
What would it feel like to meet a real-life dream maker? How
would you know who he was? What would you do? Would you stay
to be captured by his hypnotic words, or would you run away?
Young readers and adults alike will get a real sense of being
transported to another world, altogether a captivating and charming
encounter they will want to experience over and over and again.
17

Published: 5 April 2010
ISBN: 978-1848762-95-4
Price: £5.99
Binding: Paperback
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Troubador Storia – Italian fiction in translation

TRUTH AND FLIES
Alessandra Lavagnino
Adam Elgar (trans.)
After a head injury caused by a road accident, Agata Avolio can only tell
the truth – about her family; about the chemical company she works for;
and worst of all, about the way the local community earns its living. The
people who really run Sicily will not let this go unpunished. Truth and Flies
is an intense psychological drama, lyrically portraying a fierce, heatdrenched world where the highest virtue is to say nothing.
Paperback 9781848763586 £8.99 1 July 2009

TWO OUT OF TWO
Andrea De Carlo
Paula Geldenhuys (trans.)
Due di Due (Two Out of Two) is the best known novel of popular Italian
writer Andrea de Carlo. Guido and Mario are as different as chalk and
cheese. Charismatic daredevil Guido, though endowed with immense
personal charm, is unable to match his own aspirations. Mario is
extremely insecure, though more practical. Eventually, despite his
enormous talent, Guido will remain an eternal dreamer. whereas Mario
will finally learn to actualize his own dreams, helping to change the world.
Paperback 9781848762312 £8.99 1 July 2010

THE LITTLE GIRL
Francesca Duranti
Judith Woolf (trans.)
The Little Girl (La Bambina) is a small classic of modern European literature
and the first novel by the internationally acclaimed Italian writer Francesca
Duranti. The novel brilliantly combines a lively and engaging portrait of a
small girl coming to terms with her world with an oblique but revealing
insight into a dramatic period of Italian history.
Paperback 9781848760868 £8.99 1 August 2010

18
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Poetry

LOVE FROM A
WORKING CLASS
HEART
Philip Nend

This touching collection of poetry looks at the universal experience
of falling in love. There are all different kinds of love, from the way
you love your partner, wife or husband, how you love your children,
to how you love your parents and your friends.
Love From A Working Class Heart captures the many different emotions
we all experience. The poems in this collection are untitled, this
allows the reader to give the poems their own titles and relate them
to their own emotional experiences.

Published: 7 June 2010
ISBN: 978-1848763-49-4
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

THE GIFT OF
WEEPING
Peter Green
These poems, secular and sacred, are essentially about the discovery
or disclosure of something other than that which is earthbound
among us, though God opens the doors of our perception to him
through the common stuff of human experience. Thus they include
themes such as: awe, longing, simplicity, ultimate significance,
catastrophe, the joy of human encounter, confession, the almost
unbelievable blessings of life to be found in a wholehearted
openness to life in all its ordinary richness.
The five sections – Boyhood, Nature, Life and Love, Music, Faith –
encompass events and experiences that have dominated, influenced
or enriched the author’s experience.
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Published: 1 April 2010
ISBN: 978-1848763-16-6
Price: £6.99
Binding: Paperback
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ORDERS
Trade Orders to Orca Book Services, Gardners, Bertrams or via
Nielsen’s teleordering
Sales Representation: Star Book Sales
Personal orders can be made on our secure web shop:

www.troubador.co.uk/shop
via phone (0116) 279 2299
or on www.amazon.co.uk,
www.bookdepository.co.uk
or ordered through your local bookshop

Troubador Publishing Ltd
5 Weir Road, Kibworth Beauchamp, Leics LE8 0LQ
Tel: 0116 279 2299
Fax: 0116 279 2277
books@troubador.co.uk

www.troubador.co.uk/shop

